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INTERNAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Dean for Research Innovation Funds

- humanities
- social sciences
- campus as a lab
- industrial collaborations

Read More

Eric and Wendy Schmidt Transformative Technology Fund

Read More
Overdeck Education Innovation Fund

INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Join the 10th annual celebration of innovation at Princeton

Attend the 2nd annual NJ Academic Drug Discovery Consortium at Rutgers

Meet 1x1 with investors to develop your idea for an emerging technology or life sciences company
Help set the US agenda for research in science and engineering by submitting your big idea to NSF

RESEARCH RESOURCES & SERVICES

Veterinarian Jamus MacGuire joins Laboratory Animal Resources

Research Integrity and Assurance hires new post-approval monitor Sandy Baker

Stay on top of sponsored research administration with the new ORPANews listserv
Learn more about Research at Princeton | Contact us to subscribe or submit suggestions